
Updated as of August 29th, , 2021

Event Schedule:
Saturday
Check-in: 8:00-8:45
Game 1 8:45-11:45
Lunch 11:45-1:00
Game 2 1:00-4:00
Game 3 4:10-7:10

Sunday
Paint Judging 8:15-9:30
Game 4 9:30-12:30
Lunch 12:30- 1:30
Game 5 1:30-4:30
Awards 4:45

Location Information:
● Held at The Pavilion B at Sam Houston Racepark
● Easy entry just to the left of Sam Houston main pedestrian entrance.
● Outside food and drinks are permitted.
● The venue will be available Friday for check in, drop off, and open gaming

Best Coast Pairings will be used. If you purchased a ticket and have not been enrolled in the
BCP Event please email Kyle at valdy2011@gmail.com



Battlepack & Rules

Lists must be uploaded to the BCP by midnight September 12th. As of now, The new
stormcast eternals and Orruk warclans book won’t be released before the 12th so those
books will not be able to be used at Hammerfest.

All battletomes that have been released by September 12th are available to be used at
Hammerfest. Additionally, monstrous arcanum or forgeworld models may be used with the most
recent points. This includes the Khorne Dragon. Additionally, all models must be WYSIWYG and
on the correct size base.

In addition, the most recent FAQs will be used along with a tournament specific FAQ at the end
of this packet. Lastly, we will use Ghur Battlepack from GHB2021 with the following exceptions

-Terrain is set by TOs. If a piece of faction terrain is unable to be set-up then both players should
agree to the slight nudging of terrain to allow it to fit. Additionally, if objectives are too close to
terrain then players should agree to nudging the terrain in the shortest path possible to allow
legal placement. Alternatively, a TO may be requested or choose to move the terrain
themselves.
-Mysterious terrain will not be rolled for each game. Instead, for each round all terrain will be a
single type of terrain. These specifics are detailed with the battleplans.
-Do not use the rules for setting up defender/attacker in the battlepack. Instead, when players
roll off to determine the Attacked/Defender the player that rolls highest can choose to either

-pick which side of the table to be their territory
-drop first

Battleplans: We will be using the five following battleplans and all terrain on the board, except
for faction terrain, will have the scenery rule shown next to the battleplan.

Game 1: First Blood - Mystical
Game 2: Tectonic Interference - Arcane
Game 3: Savage Gains - Damned
Game 4: Power Struggle - Sinister
Game 5: Feral Foray - Inspiring

Scoring
Players can earn points in three categories; Battle, Paint and Sports. Battle points will be
entered into Best Coast Pairings and will be a pairing factor along with Win/Loss/Draw counts.
Paint and Sports points will be added to your Battle points at the end of the event for Final
Placings. In addition, in the final rankings all players that are 5-0 will be ranked first followed by
all remaining players according to combined points total.



Battle Points
Players score a number of battle points based on the difference in victory points from the
battleplan.

● The player that won the battleplan adds the difference between victory points to 10 up to
a maximum of 20.

● The player that lost the battleplan subtracts the difference between victory points from 10
to a minimum of 0.

Example 1, Player A beats Player B by 8 points in Savage Gains. Player A earns 18 battle
points. Player B earns 2 battle points.

Example 2, Player A beats Player B by 1 point in Tooth and Nail. Player A earns 11 battle points.
Player B earns 9 battle points.

Unique Battle Point Situations
Conceding:
It is our expectation that all games are fully played through. If a player wants to concede
then they gain 0 battle points and their opponent gets 20. Note that this does not include
talking out a final turn, etc.

Incomplete Games:
If there is not enough time to finish the game then both players should talk it out to
discuss points including battle tactics & grand strategies to determine a winner and
score. If this cannot be agreed then a TO should be called to help resolve the game.

Paint Scores
All players are eligible to receive up to 20 points based on a rubric scale. Each of the following
categories can earn a player up to 5 points to a total maximum of 20.

● Overall appearance
● Conversions
● Basing
● Paint ability
● Theme & Feel
● Display Board

Note that if a player does not have to maximize each category to reach twenty points.

In addition, a number of players will be eligible to receive up to 5 additional paint points. These
players will have exceptionally well painted, themed, and/or converted armies.

Sports Points
Players can earn up to 25 points in the sports category.



5 points- turning in a legal list by midnight on September 12th at midnight through BCP app and
must be in text format from Warscroll builder. If you aren’t on the BCP please email Kyle at
valdy2011@gmail.com

10 points- Each player will start the tournament with these 10 etiquette points. If there is an
issue in regards to a player not having clean movement, arriving on time, being belligerent, or
any other non-sportsmanlike behavior then please talk with a TO personally.  The TOs will
discuss, have a conversation with the player in question, and deduct points if necessary.

10 points- Up to 10 points may be scored by a player for recieving first or 2nd favorite
opponents votes. These votes will be tallied up at the end of the tournament. Each favorite
opponent vote awards 2 points and each 2nd favorite opponent awards 1 point.

Awards
The following awards will be given. If a player is eligible for more than one of these awards then
they will receive the “higher” ranking award according to this list, and not be eligible for the
others.

Best Overall- The highest total score of battle, paint and sports points.
2nd Overall- 2nd highest total score of battle, paint and sports points.
3rd Overall- 3rd highest total score of battle, paint and sports points.
Best General- Highest battle points.
Best Army- Highest paint points.
Best Sports- Highest sports points.
2nd Best Army- 2nd highest paint points.
2nd Best Sports- 2nd highest sports points.
3rd Best Army- 3rd highest paint points.
3rd Best Sports- 3rd highest paint points.

The following awards can be won by any player, including someone that earned one of the
awards above.
Player’s Choice- The player that receives the most votes for “Which army do you want to take
home?” based on theme, paint, list, etc.
Best in Grand Alliance- One for each of the Grand Alliances. The player with the highest battle
points for that Grand Alliance

Tournament FAQ
We will use all up to date FAQs and the following tournament specific FAQs to help ensure a fun and fair
gaming environment. This section is subject to change based on official FAQs.
This is currently being updated with 9/3/21 FAQS

Q- How can the Slaves to Darkness Gaunt Summoner be taken in a Disciples of Tzeentch army?
A- Since he does not have the Disciples of Tzeentch keyword nor the Marks of Chaos keyword then he
may be taken in a Disciples of Tzeentch army as an ally.



Q- How does the Knights of the Empty Throne command ability “Unmatched Conquerors” interact with
models that count as more than one model for objective control?
A- Instead of rolling for the number of actual models, you roll dice equal to the number of models it counts
as. Then for each 3+, you reduce the number of models that unit/model counts as. For example, if this
ability is used on a Bloodthirster which counts as 5 models, you would roll five dice. The player rolls a
1,2,3,4, and 5. That Bloodthirster would then count as only 2 models instead of five.

Q- In Knights of the Empty, do varanguard count as “Sub-commanders” for Core Battalion purposes.
A- Varanguard have a Wounds characteristic of 5, so yes they may count as a sub-commander.

Q- How do bodyguards and ward saves interact now?
A- According to the FAQ on 9/3/21, all bodyguard type rules that require you to roll a dice to transfer a
wound count as a ward save for both units in the interaction.

Q- Does Morathi-Khaine get to use her ward save?
A- Yes, because the transfer ability does not require a roll.


